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In Afterglow, Philadelphia artist Alex Griffin 
conjures impressions of distant memories 

and dreamstates. Quiet figures hover weight-
lessly within gauzy landscapes that oscillate 
between solid and transparent areas of paint. 
The times of day are intentionally ambiguous, 
but recall in-between states, similar to twilight 
or the dim glow of midwinter. Heightening the 
aura of mystery, Griffin evokes timelessness by 
concealing the narratives’ physical locations 
and precise moments in history. Many works 
feature the façades of modest dwellings and 
figures donned in plain dress, reminiscent 
of bygone eras. As though peering through a 
portal into another world, Griffin’s narratives 
summon the notion that they’ll continue devel-
oping even after we have stopped looking.

Griffin’s artistic techniques enhance his mysti-
cal vision. Working with flattened perspectives, 
he constructs textural surfaces by layering 
paint that he then scrapes, erases, and etches 
into. Through this process, recovered bits of 
previous underpaintings are revealed, inter-
acting with the new imagery and creating a 
conversation between past and present. The 
physicality of Griffin’s paint leads to 

atmospheres that are not simply seen, but 
felt. Their haziness destabilizes the depicted 
elements, giving them an illusory quality that 
more closely resembles mirages than tangible 
subjects. Distant houses appear faded and soft, 
as though remembered rather than observed. 
Three of the works are painted on discovered 
cigar boxes, underscoring the artist’s interest in 
unique objects of history. 

Signaling a departure from his earlier work, 
Griffin introduces a theatrical component in 
these new works. Several paintings portray 
fictitious stages with drawn curtains. Choreo-
graphed characters — some with the head of 
an animal — are seen performing in imagined 
roles. Certain elements bring to mind props 
rather than the true objects they represent, 
such as suspended clouds and five-pointed 
stars. Griffin blurs the line between fantasy 
and reality, nudging viewers to question what 
is fiction and what is real, what is seen and 
what is remembered. Just as a stage curtain 
opens to reveal another world, Griffin’s paint-
ings carry his audience into a setting of his 
own design.
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Oil on panel 
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Oil on paper 

12.5 x 15 inches
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Oil on cigar box 

7 x 5.7 inches



The works in Afterglow were painted over the past year. 
I usually entered the studio around nightfall and 

painted through the evening. I very rarely remember my 
dreams, or know if I have them. However, I feel the night 
brought out a dreamlike element in many of the paintings. 
There are stages, unusual creatures and a sense of living 
in between worlds. The paintings seem to be looking for 
something outside of the canvas.

— ALEX GRIFFIN
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